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        ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 
          

5 April 2016 

UPDATE ON OPERATIONS IN CHINA 
 

Kalina Power Limited (“Kalina Power, or the Company”) is pleased to provide an update on corporate developments in 

China and specifically the progress of the Kalina Cycle project at Sinopec Hainan. 

Key highlights include: 

 An anticipated restructure of operations in China to provide Kalina Power with increased shareholding, direct 

royalty payments from China and more direct engagement and control of deployment of the Kalina Cycle 

technology in the region. 

 Working directly with Sinopec to finalise a comprehensive  engineering review and project completion plan to 

finish construction and commissioning of the Kalina Cycle Power Project at Hainan. 

 Kalina Power engineering team to oversee completion of the Sinopec project at Hainan.   

Kalina Power’s subsidiary, New Energy Asia (“NEA”) has formed a new Chinese entity, A&W (Shanghai) New Energy 

Technology Development Co., Ltd, (‘A&W’) to hold the Kalina Cycle license in China and execute on the Company’s 

revised business strategy in the region.   

A&W will replace Shanghai Shenghe New Energy (‘SSNE’) as the exclusive licensee for China.  A&W has been formed 

for the deployment of the Kalina Cycle technology in China with a primary focus on completing the Hainan project and 

the anticipated roll out of multiple plants at identified Sinopec industrial facilities.  

The failure of SSNE to execute the Hainan contract in a timely manner and its failure to have Kalina Power review the 

design and details of the project as required under its license agreement has prompted this corporate reconstruction. 

Agreements have been negotiated with SSNE and major shareholders of NEA and long form agreements detailing the 

changes are now being completed. 

At the request of Sinopec, Kalina Power engineers have now reviewed and reported to Sinopec on the plans for the Hainan 

project and the Company is in direct discussions with Sinopec over requirements to reach mechanical completion of the 

plant.  Kalina Power engineers have identified a number of issues that shall be addressed in an updated project completion 

plan being developed for the project by the Company and Sinopec.  A&W has also recruited staff from SSNE to provide 

continuity on the Hainan project. 

The framework agreement with Sinopec has been negotiated relating to completion of the project and it is anticipated that 

formal documentation will be authorized in the near future.  This anticipates that Sinopec will make payment for plant 

and equipment already installed at the Hainan plant. As previously disclosed, approximately RMB 5,500,000 

(A$1,100,000)  of outstanding payments was financed by SSNE through a facility with the Bank of East Asia guaranteed 

by Kalina Power.  The Company has received confirmation of non-payment by SSNE from the Bank of East Asia.  The 

Company has held discussions with Sinopec, SSNE and the Bank of East Asia outlining that it is expected that SSNE will 

repay this loan in the near term from the anticipated payments to be made by Sinopec.  

The company is completing a project completion plan for Sinopec which details the time lines to mechanical completion 

and the schedule of payments required for the various vendors as well as the Bank of East Asia.   

The directors of Kalina Power are particularly encouraged with the Company’s direct engagement with Sinopec, which 

had previously been conducted through third parties.  Working together with Sinopec the Company is confident that the 

Hainan project can be successfully completed.  Kalina Power is fully committed to achieve satisfaction for a customer 

with enormous roll out plans for waste heat power systems across its extensive network of petrochemical complexes. 

The Company looks forward to providing further updates in the near future on the timelines for mechanical completion 

of the Hainan project and commercial progress in China.  
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About A&W 

A&W is a 100% owned subsidiary of a Hong Kong based company, Pacific Dynasty which in turn is 49.9% owned by 

New Energy Asia Limited, a subsidiary of Kalina Power.  This 49.9% is non-dilutable with the balance owned by our 

Chinese partners and investors.   

A& W will operate as the Kalina Cycle business in China and work closely with Kalina Power in order that it is aligned 

with the restructured business objectives of the Group to provide turnkey solutions, This will provide us far better project 

control and oversight, better management of project delivery and substantially improve profit margins for Kalina Power.  

This also allows us to be more actively involved in all aspects of the project cycle in the region and technically accurate 

project completion.   

A&W will pay annual royalties per installed MWe of power production to both NEA and direct to Kalina Power.   

 

 


